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I_proved Bolt 1"or Securing Window-Shutters. 

The ol:dinary method of locking the, shutters of buildings 
is to pass the bolt through from the outside and then, secure it 
on the inside by means of a strap or split key passed through 
a hole in the bolt near the end_ Beside tJ;J.e annoyance of be
ing compelled to pass into the building to lock the bolt, it is 
an unsafe contrivance, as sometimes by turning the.bolt from 
the outside the key will drop. ou t, and in any case the ker is 
too slender to resist any considerable strfl,in upon it from the 
outside before breaking. The dovice, however, shown in the 
accompanying illustration has none of these objections, and 
is in all respects a most admirable contrivance forthe purpose 

schools. There is the same zeal for education.5nthe newer as I uf the most important l'ul"t;" .... lo.il"lXto the boiler may be u�
in the older settlemepts, in Saginayv and Muskegon, as in derstood-the gage for ascertaining the hlgm U1 "11t; w" • .,r; 
Monroe' and Detroit. The market .for school books in these and the safety valve, the means of regulating the steam 

intended. 
A repl'esents the wall or yasement of a building, on the in

side of which the lock is secured. It consists of a plate, B, 
through which the bolt 
passes. The bolt is shown 
detached at C, an.d the end 
�s seen directly under the 
flat spring atD. As will 
be seen the bolt has an an
nular score near the end, 
into which the end of the 
slide, E, fits when the shut
ter is locked. When the 
bolt is to be released the 
slide, E, is moved back from 
the bolt by the thumb piece 
or knob, F, when the flat 
spring, D, throws the bolt 
partially out of tho plate, 
and its end engages with 
the snug on the slide, E, and 
retains it in the position 
seen in the engraving. 
vVhen the shutters are 
closed anq,., ready to be' 
locked, the bolt is passed 
through from from the out-

forest cities is not less sure and regular than the market for 
board!? and shingles. 

ClaSsic and foreign learning flourishes on what were but 
yesterday Indian hunting grounds ; and the youths and maid· 
ens know more of Goethe and Virgil and . Xenophon than of 
the legends. of the red men. . This strange mingling of ancient 
lore with the traditions of savage life is presented to us in the 
names of Michigan towns and cities. Pontiac borders upon 
Troy; just beyond Owasso is Ovid; Metamora joins Attica ; 
Adrian is the next town to Tecumseh;' Athens is but half an 
hour's ride from Wakeshma; and in Lenawee county we find 
Rome and Palmyra close to Madison /tnd Franklin. Enough 

side in the ordinary man- FARRAR'S PATENT SHUTTER FAST'ENER. ner, its end pressing against . 
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s3curely lock"!? the slide by springing tho notch, G, on the end •. sites of Europe and Asia, ancient al1d modern, from Caledonia �� t�o:�:::l�;r���t��i;h;�ei::�::��:i�:�t�t��d�;:���� I to c��na, are represented
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in�:::vorod Peninsula. 

to draw that side more than the other . . The fastening may' .. .. H,()W TO CO!{STRUCT A TO¥ S'l'EAM'J)lNGINE, 
be used in any position, either vertical, horizontal, or at any A communication from.T .. D; Quincy, Jr".a high school 
angle, working with equal certainty and effect. It may be pupil, of Dorch,eflter, Ma�s., giv-es directions for the con
applied to any shutter, and the ordinary bolts may be altered struction of a toy steam engine, most of the parts of which 
to suit, simply by welding on them an end containing the an- may be Dladebyahy, boy of ordinary intelligence, possessing 
nular nicll.. Except the springs, the fastening is made of 
malleab-le cast iron, and the inventor desires to correspond 
with manufacturers of lnalleable iron castings with a view to 
the IlIIle of, .thepatent or the production of t�e �evice. 

Patented .through the .Scientifii' An;tftrican Patent Agency, 
December 8, 1868, by W. B. Farrar, who may be addressed at 
Greensborough, N. C. 

-----'"'4 _ ... -----
Vienna White Bread. 

Prof. Horsford gives the following recipe for making the 
celebrated Vienna white bread.: In the first place, great care 
rs taken in the preparation of the flour. Scrupulous neatness 
and cleanliness are observed in all the processes of preparing 
the yeast and dough. The dough, is placed in an oven some
what of the type of the aerotherme, that is surrounded by cur
rents of heated air, maintaining a uniform temperature of 
about 380°. By an arrangement of steam pipes, jets of steam 
are introduced into the oven to maintain an atmosphere satu
rated with moisture, and so retard the evaporation of water 
from the loaf during all th13 early part of the baking. When 
the loaf has attained its fullest distension and is penetratod by 
myriads of minute pores, the steam is shut off, and a side door, 
communicating with a separate fire from that which heats the 
oven, is opened. From this the heat of an intense blaze is 
flashed into the oven to be reflected from the low, glazed, tile 
roof, and give that requisite delicate red tint to the surface, 
which at the same time charges a thin crust with an aroma 
which is the product of roasting-an essential oil-most grate

'ful to the palate. This part of the operation is brief, and is 
watched through a glass door. When complete the loaves 
are taken from the tins and immediately varnished with warm 
milk or water, with which a little good melted butter has 
been incorporated. The water of the milk quickly evaporates, 
and leaves a fine glazed surface. 

We can testify from considerable personal experience that 
the Vienna bread and beer are the best to be found anywhere. 

---�-.. - ... ---�--
The Growth and Prosperity 01" Micbigan. 

Many of our readers can relllember when Michigan was in 
the far West, only to be reached by tediousjourneyings through 
wide regions of unsettled country. But toeday Michigan has 
'a population of more than a million; six incorporated colleges, 
one of them a University, with If}w, medical, literary, and sci
entific departments, and with more than twelve hundred stu
dents; an Asrlum for the Blind and the,Deaf.; two Asylums 
for the Insane; a Norma,} School; high schools in every con" 
siderable town, and a system of pu blic instruction as thorough, 
as wiselyadjusted,and as efficient as in any State.of the Union; 
80 good indeed, that private schools are hardly known. Pupils 
com'o from all the States of 'tlieWest, not only to the Univer-, 
sity, but to theUnionS6hbols of Michigan. The fill(flt and 
largest buildings, the most heautiful for situation, and most 
'convenient in their appliances, are those which are set apart 
. for public instruction. Nointerest i$' so jealously'guarded as 
thie. Every city and every county has its superil1tendent of 

a slight knowledge of tl;te, use ,of tools, at a very slight cost. 
It is a single acting, oscillating engine.of which A, Fig. 1, is 
the boiler, which consists of a fruit can about4 inches in di. 
ameter by 4i inches in· hight, with II new end soldered on 
where it ,wa.� oponed . . :El, c, D, represen,ts, the gage cock, 
which ismadebyturnipg a'p�€lce of :hr�ss-t<!th'l form indica
ted at C, and. drilling a hol(Jtpl'Qugh it in theg�o�ular part, 
which is then reamed out tape�ing.,: The plug,,:q, of the cock 
is turned to :&tJhe hole in C, anci l'Ieated by grinding it In with 
grin,dston�iti and.oiI Ij,t.fir�t,an,daftflrwar:d ,with oil alone. 
Apiece or:�ire_'\Vi1l dof9r thl7'liall,(lle;Cutathl'ead on D, and 
fit a nut on,iUo,h01d:tl;1\),p�.ugD inC ;-Jhepput the two to
gether and drill a holelo).1gitudinally through C and across 

D. The (JQel, is thenCOllIp1ct9. It may be cheaper to purchase 
the cocks already mad@at a!lY gal? fixture or hardware estab
lishment, but thesedirectiQrrs are intended for those who can
not readily avail themselves of this accommodation. E is the 
safety valve'.with its parts.F shows the form of the seat of 
the valve which has a hole,ddlled through it, as S3en by the 
dotted lines, and beveled at the top to receive the piecelllarked 
G. Place these together and sea t them by grinding, as in the 
case of the gage cock. Make a score in the small portion of 
G to receive the edge of the safety valve lever. This lever is 
merely a light bar with a hole in each end; one. end to ""pe, at
tached to-a stnd, or fulcrum secured to the-top of the boiler by 
soldering, and the other to a light spl'ing on the .side 6f, the 
boiler with-an adjustiug nut at the top;or it supports. a hook 
ott which' weights' may be suspended. These de£cribed, two 
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pressure. 
The cylinder of the engine is a piece of brass tubing, 21-

inches long and i-inch internal diameter, ground out true, The 
'Piston is a disk of brass, :! inch thick, with a wire soldered to 
its center as the piston rod. On opposite sides of the cylinder, 
near the top, are soldered two screwed pieces of wire de
signed to hold the cylinder end and stuffing box combined, in 
place. 

Fig. 2 is a diagram of the cylinder, and its connections, A, 
is the cylinder, and B the path of the crank pin. Three holes 
artlseen near the bottom of the cylinder, with an arc describ
ing the oscillation of the cylinder, the upper hole being the 
center of the circle of which the arc is a segment. On the side 
of the bottom of the cylinder is soldered a piece of brass, 
about ft of an inch thick ahd t by;s in area. The lower 
hole is drilled through a plate iD,�D a cylinder near its bottom; 
the upper hole � of an' inch above it and through the phtte 
only, a small hole 'slightly indenting the cylinder being made 
exactly opposite without piercing the shell. Another piece of 
brass, t inch thick, t wide, ¥dt long, has a hole drilled 
through it !<r of an inch from the bottom, and that receives a 
bit of wire soldered in and projecting Ts of an inch. On: a 
�;inch radius from this point, i'J of an inch from the center 
line, drill two holes, that on the right hand entirelr through 
the piece and that on the left about half way through, meet
ing one drilled from the bottom. The inner faces of this plate 
and that on the cylinder must be fitted smoothly together. 
These constitute the valve faces, or valve and Seat of the 
engine. 

The pillars or supports of the wheel, shaft, and crank, are 
rods of brass or iron, 3t inches high, with holes near the top 
for. the shaft. At the hight of !<r of an inch from the bottom 
a hole is drilled and tapped, through which a pointed screw i s  
passed, the point of which enters the hole i n  the side of the 
cylinder opposite that on which. the plate is soldered. The 
thicker and separate plate is soldered to the top of the boiler. 
the side having both holes being placed iu,ward or next the 
cylinder, and the left hand hole meeting t�t through the bot
tom being directly over one through the top of the boiler. 
Place the faced side of the cylinder against the flxed plate, the 
projeding pin of which enters the hole in the cylinder plate 
lind �be pointed screw through the-pillar engaging with the 
opposite hole in the side of the cylinder. The pillar is soldered 
in this position to the top of the boiler, and the other is simi
larly secured at the distance of about one inch, The cylinder 
bottom is a thin plate of brass soldered on. When the crank 
�nd piston are at their lowest points, the latter should not 
quite reach the lower hole in the cylinder. The wheel may 
be of iron, about 4t inches diami)ter, to be obtained at any ifon 
foundery, or be cast of lead, orJead and t,\U� . The gage cocl} 
may be attached 3t inches frop! the bQti!lJnJ., and if £illed to 
this hight the boiler will furnish steam fol' h.alf an hour's safe 
running. The boiler may be filled by the safety valve. To 
start the engineilet the boiler on a stove or range, or place it 
over a lamp. The first is the preferable mode as being n;Ol'e 
cleanly. 

An engine of this fashion need not cost much, and its con. 
struction would afford useful employment to bors in town 01' 
.country, and be a source of pleasant and profitable aPlusemen� 
during winter evenings. 

t 
(!t�nt�p�UdtlUt. 

The FJdit£Jr8 Offe not4'esponsible for the Opinion8 exprll88ed bY,their COIl' 
respondents. 

Connecting Shacts by Pitmans. 

MESSRS. EDITORs:-John Allen's plan for connecting shafts 
by pitmans, a diagram of which is given on page 20, Vol. XIX, 
and which" Aberdeen, " on page 69, same volume, says won't 
work, will not work. With a trif}ing alteration it will work 
finely. 
D. H. McCorlllick'sdiagram, on page 21, Vol. XX, will uot 

work unless there is something on the shaft not shown in his 
diagram to throw it over the dead center. Will Mr. McCor
mick please explain his diagram. 

I appond a diagram showing a modification of John Allen's 
dev:ce that will work. A is the main or drivin,g crank; B is 

the fulcrum which'is made' permanent in the ' center of the 
connecting bar and slides in its bearing, B, slotted for the pur
pose. The crank, D, is slotted at the end to allow the crank
pin to slide to and from the' center. The crank pin will de
scribe a curve shown by the dotted line E, ,In this way the 
movement will be perfectly free and smooth, though wi� 
slightly varying velocity in the revolution of the crank D. . 

C.H:PAVMER 
�----.. -.. 

Periodic OsciUlitlons 01" tb� �artb. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-An, article in your paper. in,dicates a 
theory of earthquakes and volcanoes oriefinati� from gaseous 
,explosions as 0pPQsed to the general blllier in a mol ten sea be
nel\ththe earth'!! crust, and basing the improbability of such 
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1.'1"0."«0,'0= ou 'ttO ;;:rrm;isii:���-;;;lUlting from its eruptio;- �pe�ficies

-
or s�lid, ��--;;-btain f��r tir��;'��d not eight I will n�;m-;;'k;sou;'������, �� poultice. 

"
This may be ;�� 'if 

This theory would be more probable did the explosive force times the area or quantity. : the ingredients used are propO'l:tioned as above ;.but if the 
crush through" thirty miles of the earth's crust," but why The only question now left to consider is-Does the power proportion used be t40se given below, I claim for the bread 
the necessity of such supposition, when conduits such as vol- required increase in exact ratio or a more rapid ratio than the all the good qualities that Liebig claims, and all the qualities 
canoes and fissures penetrating thro;ugh the crust of 1\,sser i resistance? 

. 
that Normanby denies that it pOilsesses. 1 pound flour, 100 

thickness relieve the pressure? 1 That it can only increase in the same ratio seems to me' grains of carbonate of soda, 60 grains of common salt, 1 tea-

t ?' 5 "  . _  _ _ _ __ ____ _ . ".  _ _ ... 

The theory of an igneous sea is probable from the increase: mathematically certain. The only means we have of measur- spoonful of powdered sugar, 120 grains of muriatic acid, more 
of heat proportioned to the earth's penetration, and also from ing resistance at all is by the amount of power required to or less, according to its strength; 1 wine pint of water, infer
the simultaneousness of earthquakes in regions far distant. overcome it, hence it follows that the equivalent of the power ior flour win require less. Intimately mix the flour, soda, salt, 
There is also the periodicity remarked in geysers, volcanoes, is the exact measure of the resistance, and vice versa,. there- and sugar in an earthenware vessel, then add the acid mixed 
alid earthquakes, as regular in some instances as the ebb and fore if it requires a power of 10 units to overcome any resist- with the water, and stir with a wooden spoon. Bake in one 
flow of the tidal wave. This periodk law was noticed by Pro- ance at any given velocity, the measure of the resistance is loaf for about one hour. The color of the loaf should -be a 
fessor Palmieri, of Naples, who, from large investigation, at- 10 units; and by the same law if resistance is quadrupled by light bro,wn. 'I'he bread may be baked in an iron or tin pan, 
tributes the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius to lunar influences. doubling the velocity, the measure would be 4 0  units, and the but, irf mixing, the use of metallic vessels or spoons must h, 
" The periods of its greatest force are every day half an hour power required, being always the equivalent of resistance, avoided. J. C. 
later, coinciding with the movements of the moon, showing would be also 40 units-the distance traveled being in both New Harmony, Ind. 
that the interior of the earth is like the ocean subject to cases the same. ... __ _ ---- .. 
tides." 'fo deny this is, logically and mathematically speaking, to Expressional Dentistry. 

There is reason to believe that internal oscillations of the deny the possibility of measuring resistance at all, which is MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 was glad to see an article in your 
earth are as periodic as external phenomena. In deep mining, simply absurd; and I trust it will be concede<l--t-llat I have de- valuable paper un the above subject, in respect to which a 
from the hours of twelve at night until eight in the morning, monstrated the fact, that whether the sqlMtre of the velocity I want has been felt by the profession. 
water falls where none is seen during the day. The volume is or is not the exact measure of increased resistance, that the: Why are we not proficients in artistic or expressional den
in the wheel is perceptibly increased; the atmosphere is power can only increase in exact ratio to resistance, and thera- : tistry? It is because we have had imperfect materials with 
charged with gases which prevent lights burning, and small fore, that if resistance increases as the square of the velocity, which to do our work as artists. We have been cramped and 
particles of earth and rock, as in the Chicago tunnel, are ob- so also does the power. Please throw some further light on hampered by many rude instruments and .articles, though so 
served to fall from the tops of the drives. Similar to this fs this subject. MATHEMATICIAN. much has been accomplished toward the true and the beautl-
the disturbance of the Atlantic Telegraph, whose electric pulse I New York city. fuL 
beats slowly or rapidly in certain recurring hours. [Without assuming to decide on a point on which doctors The materials upon which artificial teeth are commonly 

Humboldt remarks that" the great earthquakes which in- (engineers) disagree, we will quote from a text-book that has mounted are ,gold and silver plate, and vulcanized rubber; with 
terrupt the long series of slight shocks appear to have no reg- withstood the test of criticism, and is generally acknowledged these bases the dentist is compelled to employ porcelain teeth, 
ular period at Cumana; while on the coasts of Peru, as at Lima, as authority on the subject of the laws governing matter. with gums attached; and when rubber is used, the teeth are 
a certain regularity has mar ked the destruction of the city. 'Silliman, in his" Principles of Physics," ,- 143, pp. 105 and made in blocks of two or thi·ee. These are made at the exten
The belief of the inhabitants in that uniformity has a happy 106, says: "The resistance which a moving body meets in air sive teeth manufactories, and are infinitely better than the old 
influence on public tranquility and the encouragement of in- and water, is an effect of the transfer of motion from the solid bone walrus tooth, or ivory carved teeth, and they have as-
dustry." GEO. A. LEAKIN. to the particles of fluid. For the moving body must constant- sisted greatly our reputation abroad, for our tooth carvers 

Baltimore, Md. ly displace a part of the fluid equal to its own bulk, and the and tooth molders, are acknowledged the best in tlie world; 
[The article 1'.1'1'00 to, publislied on page 377, Vol. XIX, motion thus communicated is so much loss of the motive but from the very nature of their molded forms and arrange

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, propounds no unknown theory. Hut- power. When other circumstances are the same, the denser ment, the artistic dentist is hampered and restricted in placing 
ton, Mayer, and even Lyell suggest a similar theory, the lair the medium the greater will be the resistance which it offers. them just where he desires to Iluit the mouth and face a,nd 
�er, although giving attention and consideration to La Place's Newton demonstrated that if a spherical body moves in a expression of the unfortunate patient requiring artificial teeth_ 
idea of the agglomeration and solidification of liquid nebulous medium at rest, and whose density is the same as its own, it Dentists have all felt this restraint in special cases, and many 
matter, proving the growth and present formation of what wiIl lose half of its motion before it has described a space have spent months and years, and have burnt the midnight 
are called the primitive rocks, thus striking a heavy blow at a equal to twice its diameter. The resistance encountered by a oil till health and strength succumbed, to improve this part ot 
theory which he evidently only partly accepted for want of a body moving in water is 800 times greater than if it were our art. Dr. John Allen's continuous gum work is beautiful, 
better. If an igneous sea existed and, as our correspondent moving with the same velocity in air; for water, being 800 and perhaps accomplishes all that the most fastidious artist 
states, " volcanoes and fissures penetrating through the crust times more dense than air, the body must displace and com- can desire in affording opportunity for expressional dentistry, 
of lesser thickness are conduits to relieve the pressure," how I 

municate its own motion to 800 times as much matter in the but the labor and skill required, and the high price. necessary 
does he account for the total extinction of these outlets, many same time." . . . . "The resistance increases as the square of for this work, deprive the masses, who have often as just an ap
instances of which are patent. If the cause continues to ex- ! the velocity; for, if the velocity is doubled, the loss of motion preciation of artistic dentistry as the rich, from the benefits. 
ist why not its results be continually shown ? must be quadrupled, because there is tWice as much fluid to be Much credit is due Dr. Allen and others fo. their labors in this 

Our correspondent's second paragraph in regard to the moved in the rame time, and it has also to be moved twice as direction. The most popular material used by the profession 
simultaneousness of earthquakes could hardly be attributed to fast. Again, let the velocity be trebled, then the body will for six or eight years past has been vulcanite. It has been 
"lunar influences." Periodicity of eruptions, as geysers and meet three times as many particles of the fluid in the Qame popular on account of its cheapness, and the ease with which 
volcanoes, boiling springs, etc., is no proof of the existence of time, and communicate three times the velocity; therefore the it can be manipulated ; and yet the result of the use of rubber 
a molten interior, but rather an evidence of the existence of a resistance is 3 X 3= 9=32.'" has been to retard rather than advance the artistic part of 
more superficial cause. He must have heard of, if not seen, It would seem from the above that resistance increases as dentistry. Art has suffered sorely from this cheap and easily 
the natural phenomenon of intermittent springs, which, are the square of the velocity, and that the power necessary to made work, and Nature smiles at our attempts to imitate her 
ne�er attributed to an internal globe of liquid fire whether its overcome that resistance increases in the same ratio. This is, work with rubber and porcelain teeth in rows like soldiers in 
perturbations are caused by lunar influence or the unequal the opinion of mechanicians generally, we believe. The ex- a ten cent lithograph. To be convinced of this, we have only 
pressure of gases evolved, but to natural syphons existing in ample given by " Mathematician" would seem to be conclu- to notice in crowds, on steamboats, on the railroad car, on the 
the earth and connected with the surface at different points. sive; at least his argument is plausible, and if it has not streets, everywhere, the many, many sets of glistening, regu
That the whole earth, land as well as sea, is subject to lunar been found true in practice, it must be one of those cases lar artificial teeth worn; and when we can discern the arti
influence will not .be disputed, but if this influence reaches a where exact mathematical calculations do not agree with ficial, the thing is proved, for expressional dentistry would so 
molten interior, there· is no re�son why Vesuvius and other our means of applying natural laws. -EDS. hide the art dame Nature herself would not suspect another's 
volcanoes should not have their eruptions every thirty days, I .. - .. work. 
and the tremor of the earthquake follow continually the course i Liebig on UnCerlllented Bread---A Correction. Within the past year another long step has been taken 
of the moon. I MESSRS. EDITORS :-In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of De- toward our ideal by the invention and introduction of consol-

The facts in the statements made in the last two paragraphs cember 2, there is a recipe, copied from the Ohemical New8, for idated collodion as a new base for artificial teeth. This has 
of Mr. Leakin's communication can be accounted for, as he making unfermented bread. Liebig recommends the ingred- been noticed in your paper before, though not in this light; 
will sec, without the theory of a molten interior of the globe ients in that recipe because they make more economical and and is well known as the invention of Dr. J. A. McClelland of 
we live upon. What he means by the heading of his com-

I 
wholesome bread than that made by fermentation with yeast. our city. With it (Rose Pearl is the name it bears) the advan

muuication, "Periodic OsQillations of the Earth," we do not Instead of using, as is generally done for lightening unfer- tages of the continuous work can be secured. Single teeth 
understand. -EDs. I mented bread, a combination of carbonate of soda, with either are used, and the dentist who may be an artist can arrange 

... __ ... I tartaric acid or cream of tartar, which makes a purgative salt, them as irregularly and as naturally-as artistically as he 
Does Resistance Increase as the Square or Cube oC Liebig recommends the using of muriatic (hydrochloric) acid may desire, after a study of the features and expressions of 

Velocity 1 _ i with carbonate of soda, the combination of which makes com- the face. This work is easily made, and cheaply enough to 
MESSRS.EDITORS :-Whether the resistance of ships increases mon salt, a desirable'ingredient in bread. But there must be satisfy the patient of moderate means. It is lighter in weight 

as the square or as the cube of their velocity, is a point much some error in the pr�portion of the ingredients given in that than any other material now used for dental plates, and its 
disputed; some maintaining the former, some the latter, and recipe, which I am surprised that some of your readers have strength is so great that plates can be made much thinner than 
there is still another class who maintain that, while the re- not corrected ere now. Reducing the French measures in that 

I 
rubber or porcelain. The color, too, are those of the natural 

sistance only increases as the square, the power required recipe to English measures, the proportions there given are: gums, or mucus membranes of the mouth-it is susceptible of 
increases as the cube of the velocity. 1 pound flour, 70 grains carbonate of soda,300 grains muriatic a variety of shades, according to the taste of the operator. 

The importance of a correct decision of this vexed question acid, 300 grains common salt, � pint of water. The propor- With Rose Pearl we can have artistic dentist:vy, and the pro· 
arises from the fact that this decision forms the only mathe tions of soda and acid in this recipe are, for the end in view, fession will appreciate the severe labors of the inventor ns 
matical basis to any calculation required to determine the incorrect, being about 1 to 4; while the proportion to make much as the people will an artistic 'set of teeth for a moderate 
amount of power required to overcome the resistance of any common salt will be about equal parts of each; much excess price. C. M. VVRIGHT. 
vessel at any proposed increase of velocity. of either beyOlid that which makes common salt being detri Louisville, Ky. 

The writer is of opinion, that resistance only increases as mental to the bread. Then, the amount stated of common .. _ ... 
the square, and power 10 overcome increased resistance only salt is greatly in excess, because the amount, including that Steel Cor Axes. 

increases in exact proportion to resistance, and in support of which the acid and soda make, will be nearly one ounce to one MESSRS. EDITORS :-,-An article on page 22, current volullll' 
his views submits the following argument: pound of flour. of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, headed, "Low Steel-'I'he He. 

It is easy to provethat the resistance and the power required It is remarkable what different opinions celebrated chemists quirements of Ax Manufacturers," is calculated to create the 
do not increase as the cube of the velocity by a single test. A give of this kind of bread. In 1846, a Londo� physician gave I 

impression that the requisite temp�r for this purpose has
. 
not 

5, 000 tun steamer uses at present 6,000 actual horse power of the following recipe: 1 pound of flour, 40 grams carbonate of: been, and cannot be, manuf\tctured m the country. The mmds 
steam when making a speed of 15 miles per hour, hence, if soda, 50 grains or drops of muriatic acid, 1 teaspoonful of of the people who peruse your columns for information and 
resistance increases as the cube of velocity, to go one-tenth the powdered sugar, t pint of water, or as much as may be neces- instruction, should pe at once disabused of any such an idea, 
speed would only require one-thousandth part of the power, sary. Bake in two loaves. He says that bread thus made is and by your permission I will state a few facts, which your 
tvhich is equal to saying that 6 -horse power would be sufficient more digestible than biscuit ,from its lightness and porosity; East Douglass corresp?_ndent, and others interested, will be 
to propel 5,000 tuns at H: miles per hour, which is simply impos- that it saves time and trouble in the preparation compared glad to hear. " 

,sible by any present known appiiances, therefore neither resist- with bread fermented with yeast; and that it is not liable to The steel manufacturers of both England and America can, 
ance or power can increase as the cube of velocity; and r be vitiated by bad yeast or by fermentation. But a writer in I and do make ax steel of both mild and high temper, a�cording 
trust you will agree with me as to the fallacy of such an the ltpp

,
lement to "Ure's Dictionary of Arts an� Sc�ence" 

I
' to the requirements or demand� of their �u

,

sto�er� 

,

w

, 

ho, it is 
opinion. That resistance increases as the square of the veloci- (Dr. Normanby, I think), says that bread prepared m thIS way presumed, know better what tney want m thIS reepect than 
;ty is thc prevailing opinion of the most eminent engineers, is with difficulty permeated with fluids; that it will not ab- the steel maker, who obeys orders strictly, as his great effort 
.and this view certainly seems most in accordance with the sorb water, hence its heavy and clammy feel; nor saliv:a, 

I 
and dcsire is to please his customer, and thel'eby retain his 

J.Illiversality of Divine law; fpr by doubling the dimensions of hence its indigestibility; nor milk, nor butter; and that it ,trade. Collinsville, East Douglass (the home of your eor-
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respondent), and other Eastern ax makers, have, for years feet deep! or as deep a s  the deepest places i n  New London 'I which reverses the motion of the machinery, and presently 
past, and up to within a short time, always demanded a high harbor. i another tinkle of the bell informs him that the drill is with· 
temper steel, claiming that it made a much keener edge than " It was found necessary to check this destructive work; and' drawn from the rock, and that the" mushroom " is ready too 
a mild or low temper, and was preferable on this account. At accordingly the dam, which has for so many years presented a root itself in another spot. And now the diver, with a ring. 
the same time the ax would not stand near the abuse in the sheer fall from its edge, will now be made witha sloping front bolt six: feet long, a sledge·hammer, and other implements, de· 
chopper's hands, it being more easily broken than if made of as well as rear ; so that it would, if the river were dry, present !:Icends again, and in an amazing short space of time is drawn 

'a mild temper. I.an outline similar to that of the peaked roofof a house. This up to aimounce that" he has stuck a pin." There not being 
The Western ax manufacturers have for years past invariably I front extension is fifty feet in diameter at the base, presenting time to shift the position of the Wallace, anchor again, drill 

used nothing but the mild temper, principally manufactured 1 a uniform slope to the top, that will so graduate the fall, for another hole,'and get off this tide, the" mushroom " is hoisted 
in this city, and of a quality unsurpassed by any made abroad. I its entire width of over a thousand feet, 'as to make it look on board, and we start back for Jersey City. To-day another 
A high temper steel,while it is claimed it will give a finer edge I more like a grea,t rapid than the old familiar Holyoke dam. and perhaps two ring·bolts will be put in. When all are down, 
in a cutting tool, has so many drawbacks attending its I "This work is done by sections ; the first, which was begun and the Wallace permanently moored, Mr. Shelbourne will be 
use, that the one redeeming feature-the superior cutting edge, I in September and is now nearly finished, being 269 feet wide ready to work night and day, and soon Hell Gate will be shak! 
is a very expensivy and questionable luxury. It is much easier in the middle of the dam. erfhy the discharge of nitro'glycerin, and the diabolical Fry. 
burnt in the.process of welding, and easier broken in practical, "It is made of solid timbers, fastened in layers crosswise, in ing Pan and Pot be shattered.-New York .T1'ibune of Jan. 14th. 
use, especially in frosty weather; and the writer has always the way known to builders as "crib·work," and filled in with ... _ .... ----
been surprised that Eastern manufacturers of edge tools, and an enormous ballasting ill stone. These solid masses 'of tim. Clock lnaking i n  Bristol. Conn.-ulngenious Inven-

of axes especially, would discard a mild tempered steel that ber, bolted and riveted together for such an extent-and hight, Hons. 

is not easily burnt in the process of welding, is tough and present, to one unaccustomed to it, a very impressive sight. Bristol; Conn., is noted for the manufacture of clocks. The 
strong, and in every way preferable to the other. The differ· Unlike the old d am, the new front will b�lid; no openwork business is divided and subdivided into several distinct branch. 
ence in the cutting edge is so very fine that the practical chop- timbers. The timber" cribs" are sun1i::'and the rock ballast es, so that there ar0 only five firms in the town that manufac. 
per cannot appreciate it; for if he did, the Western ax makers, filled solidly in beneath them in the higher part, with a good ture complete clocks, while twenty firms are engaged in mak. 
who produce nearly one half of the axes manufactured in the deal of engineering skill. The engineer is Mr. S. S. Chase, ing the different parts of the same. The New Britain Recor(l 
United States, would have had their attention called to this whose uncle, we believe, built the original dam. He floats gives the names'of these firms as follows: 
point before this. So that for the benefit of those engaged in down a good deal of his timber from Vermont. It consists "The Bristol Brass and Clock Company; where the brass is 
manufacturing edge tools, youwill be pleased to learn that both largely of hemlock, a timber which resists decay and the ac· rolled into plates; the brass founderies of Lester Goodenough, 
mild and high tempered steel for tools has'been manufactured tiQP. of water beyond most others. Chopping into the wood of where ratchets and sockets are cast; the works of the Bristol 
in .the city of Pittsburgh for years past, of unexceptional the old daW, shows that twenty Yl1ars have failed to damage it Foundery Company, where the weights and alarm bells are 
quality, and especially the temper which your correspondent a particle; it is as sound as ever. cast; the works of L. F. and W. W. Carter, where move. 
is so anxious to obtain" viz.: a low or mild steel, the require. " They have l)ut down in this section about one million feet ments and cases are put together and the finished clock with 
ments of ax makers. 

' 
/ of timber. That fact iolls the story of the literal solidity of Lewis' patent calendar attachment is produced. Clock springs 

Pittsburgh, Pa. AN Ax �AKER. the new dam. and springs f or toy movements are made 'by E. B. Dunbar 
.. _... "It is found that the weight or force of the stream, exerted and Wallace Barnes. S. E. Root makes sash and paper dials 

Bean Sheller Wanted. against the dam at all times, is nearly four thousand tuns. patented by himself. W. H. Nettleton makes lock works 
MESSRS. EDI;rORS ::-Farmers badly want a . machine to I The weight of this new structure above the water is 13,000 and pillars, and straightens and cuts wire. A. Warner and 

thresh bean� of. aUJunds. 1* should be made lIke the corn I tuns. Mr. Taylor make verges, pendulum rods,and wire bells. N. 
allellers with a balance wheel with pulley attached so as to be I "Looking at it from the shore, this section of 269 feet seems Pomeroy, L. Hubbell, and S. E. Root manufacture movemenir. 
used either by hand or power, and should be so contrived as but a little part of the whole breadth of the fall; but to a per· E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company, Atkins Clock Com. 
to shell beans of different sizes. Such a machine, to cost not son standing on it, at its lower or its upper edge, it seems in pany, E. Ingraham & Co., and Mr. Partridge are large manu. 
more than thirty to forty dollars, would meet large sales both itself a "big thing." facturers of both movements and cases. Geo. W. Brown & 
Xorth and South and be a boon to the farmers beside. " The constructionof the fish.way, for salmon and shad, had Co. have also a large factory for the manufacture of clockwork 

Prospect Hill Farm, Va. C. R. M. to be delayed on account of this improvement on the dam. It toys. 
-----.... _.. will be made, at the east end of the dam, as soon as the latter "The clocks are produced in great variety, and range 

A Valued Testi.monial. is finished. in price from one to eighty dollars each. Some are so con. 
MESSRS. MUNN & Co. :-Enclosed please find the "where· " One of the rocks lifted out from its natural bed by the hy. structed that by one winding they will run respectively, thirty 

with" to renew my subscription to the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. drostatic pressure in front of the old dam, weighed, before Mr. hours, eight days" thirty days, and one year. A self.winding 
My oId friends, I would willingly send you subscriber$ Chase blasted it, twelve tuns; and yet it had been taken out I attachment is also made at Bristol, which is' placed in the 

could I do so ; but the illness of almost four years, confining and moved a hundred feet down stream by water power." draft of the chimney, and the clock no sooner runs down than 
me to my house, renders me unable to do so; yet I can send There are between twenty and thirty mills and factories in' the draft, operating a fan, winds it up again. This little in· 
out your circular. 'tour books will show I have been a sub- active and profitable operation at Holyoke; all the power reo vention is a source of great income to its author. A perpetual 
scriber ever since the SCIENTIFIC had a being. My age and quired being taken from the great dam. It is distributed at calendar attachment, which will correctly indicate the day of 
illness admonishes me that my name must disappear from' 'Present by ,three canals at different levels, and affords an im. the week and m9nth, is also made, the patentee of which reo 
your books ere long forever-but I trust for a world without mense power. The w�ter power of the Connecticut at Holy. ceives as royalty for the right to manufacture an income' of 
affliction, pain, or sorrow, and where there is no parting. oke is estimated by competent engineers as equal to that of $3,000 per year. An important improvement on the original 

But, be life longer or shorter, I must have the paper to the Lowell, Mass., and Manchester, N. H., combined. It subjects invention has recently been �!lde and secured by letters ra. 
end, and shall leave for it my best wishes; and I say most sin· to the service'of man the whole volume of the Connecticut tent. ' 
cerely that I consider it the most valuable paper printed, of river, which here pours over a steady flood, reliable at all sea. '" Most of the workmen employed in clockmaking are' spec· 
any kind. I have only one child, a son, who, if he survives, sons, of 1,017 feet in breadth, at a fall of between 25 and 30 ialists' who have labored many years at some particular part, 
will be a subscriber in my place. feet, but less than one·fifth of the power is yet utilized. and though they have become experts at their business, their 

Please tell your subscribers if you think proper, to fol· """_.. wages are lower than those of most other mechanics rangino' 
low my example : "Always be subscribers to the SOIENTIFIC SuccessC ul 'Erial 01' the Shelbourne Sub.marine Drill. from $1'75 to $2'25 per day. Much of the work is : put out' 
AMERICAN; and when a paper comes, stitch it with a fine Considering that it is an entirely new invention, and has to be done by women and girls. 
thread, cut it open, leaving it in book form, convenient for I n�ver �et been �horough:y �ested, Mr. Shelbourne:s experience ., At present the clockmakers are busy making movements 
reading, which do carefully and thoroughly ; keep it clean; I WIth hIS m.achme fo: drIllmg sunken rocks dunng the last for a walking doll, a New York firm employing five hundred 
and at the close of the volume, if not really to get the three days m the SWIft currents of Hell Gate must be consid· girls in making the dolls to which they are to be attached. 
numbers bound, put them togetherin pl'operform for binding, ered as eminently encouraging. As was intimated in our Many other mechanical movements for various purposes are 
put a board or 'straight edge ' on each side, near the back, and previous article, the pipe used to convey the eXhaust steam also made, among which are movements for lamplighters 1l.nd 
then press stlOngly in a vice; punch holes through them from the engine inclosed and sunk with the" mushroom " fans, cradle rockers and baby swings (in which the baby is the 
and tie up tightly with a strong cord, and thus have a book." was found too flexible and too small. A larger and firmer one pendulum ball), coffee roasters, works to ignite torpedoes, and 

Schenevus, N. Y. , 
-

A. HOTCHKIN. had to be procured from Boston, causing a delay which pre- works for a variety of animated toys. The first clockwork toy 
v�nted any trials of the drill from being made on Tuesday. ever made was a toy engine, invented at Bristol, but the in. 

WA"TER FOWER OF THE CONNECTICUT-.-THE HOLYOKE YestErday the new pipe was severely tested in a very swift ventor never took out a patent, and 'probably escaped the mis. 
DAM. current, and found to work satisfactorily. Assumiwy thema· eries of a large fortune. " 

chinery of the drill to be in working order, the firilt p<�'oblem is _ .... . /lIo-----
About ten years ago, Mr. Alfred Smith, a citizen of Hartford, to keep the floating derrick stationary while the holes are being An Opportunity C or Enterprise. 

Conn., purcl!ased abo,ut eleven hundred acres of land on the bored. The Wallace, the boat which has been chartered by Mr. Not seldom we are addressed by inventors soliciting aid in 
site of the present flourishing manufacturing town of Holy. Shelbourne, is about sixty feet long, and quite shallow, yet on th� disposition of th� improvements they have perfected, their 
oke, Mass., now containing over 1,100 permanent residents. Monday it was found impossible to hold her with several large object,. generally: bell�g to dispo�e of the whole or a portion 
It has now in operation fourteen paper mills, two large thread granite boulders, weighing four tuns each. These were intend. of theIr paten� ng�t III return for present pecuniary assist· 

'11 f tt '11 d h' f . I ance As we mvanably declI'ne dOI'ng , . b ' mI S, our co on mI s, an ot er manu acturmg concerns, ed for use only as temporary moorings, while four holes six I' 
" a commlSSlOn usmees 

One of the paper mills, that of the Holyoke Paper Company, feet deep, should be made by the drill for the insertion of ring of thIS char�cter, we can take no action upon such appeals, 
makes six tuns of paper per day. bolts. To these, which are marked out like the bases on a �nl�s occaslOnally to draw attention to the matter by a no-

Th d h· h h 1 h h 1 f h C 11 
. 

h . . tlCe In our columns. e arn, w IC ' ere contro s t e w o e power 0 t e on· base-ba ground, WIt reference to the pItcher, cables WIll 
necticut, is one of the most remarkable instances of engineer. be extended from the Wallace, which will then be firmly fixed A case now before us, however, we cordially commend to 
ing skill in the country. The Hartford Times says : " The as though tied to a wharf. Yesterday the first hole was drilled the attention of those who are seeking a desirable investment 
only quest:on ofthe assured andcertain success of the company, and the first ring.bolt inserted. While the tide was still run for .a moderate sum. It is an improved weighing scale, the 
and the growth of Holyoke to a great manufacturing center, ning strongly, and contrary to the advice of her �xperienced subject of a patent just obtained by S. S. Hamilton, who may 
being merely one of the durability of the great dam, Mr. Bar· commodore, the Wallace steamed out over the Frying Pan and be addressed at Taylor's Falls, Chisago Co., Minn. Very fa, 
tholomew and the company have wisely gone to work to make dropped one of her boulders overboard. At first the current vorable terms for the patent may be obtained by addressing 
the dam absolutely indestructible. The work of improvement slowly carried the vessel along, the huge stone dragging on the inventor as above, as he is. in ill health, which prE'. 
here is one of far greater magnitude than we had supposed ; the bottom, but at length the anchor caught! in the rocks te cludes him from personal attentlOn to the necessary busi· 
and its impressiveness as a triumph of engineering skill and a low, and the Wallace was brqught to. So far so good' but nes� of

, 
manufacture and introduction. We think the oppor. 

proof of what men's labor can effect over the rude forces of work must be done before the turning of the tide. The' pon. ! t�lllty IS a good one to
, 

obtain an interest in a valuable inven· 
nature can be properly appreciated only by being seen. derous "mushroom " is swung out over the boiling waters, I tlOn, and at th� same tlI�e as�ist a very worthy invalid to go 

" In the flood of last spring the front timbers of the dam were ' while the di veri�cases himself in his horrid habiliments. Both l' to a warmer clImate, whIch 
... 

h
!.,.

h!alth demands. 
slightly loosened by the concussion of a huge and heavy speedily find theu way to the bottom. 'rhe diver sees thaf FusEL oil tannin acetate of lead oI'l'of vI'tr' 1 t h. b 'd h' h h' d th fl d f d ' 

. . . . . .  ' " , 10, S rye n ge, w IC came cras mg own on e 00 rom some t?e l'Ill IS III proper posltlOn, a�d everythmg bemg reported nine, creasote, Prussian blue, mountain dew. The World has point a hundred miles above. An examination of the front TIght, at last Mr. Shelbourne gIVes the word to turn on the done the coml(lllnity good service in exposing the vill ' foundations, while it disclosed no very serious in jury to the s:oam. It ,,:orks to perfection.
, �tanding by th� anac.onda'l compounds wllich are daily sold to our citizens und:�n��: great dam, revealed another fact of some interest. The river lIke .steam pIpe, you can hear dlstmctly the machmery III op I name of rum, gin, brandy, and whisky. What will the World bed at this place is for a considerable distance composed of eratlO� below. An hour 

,
passes, �nd the tinklin� of lot,' _,nttle I say to the enactment by the Legislature of a law prohibiting rock-but a r�ck full of seams; and the steady, continuous fall bell gIVes the longed·for mformatlOn that a hole SIX f(let deep the sale of such poisonous compositI'ons "I 'b d b  f th t h t had b h d t t· l'f'ted t th h b k ' Fr ' , . < , ' Uu ess prescn e y,a o e grea s ee y y ros a lC pressure 1 ou e

, 
as een s,un m the yIllg Pan �ck: The rmgI?g �f thIS competent physician? The inquiry strikes us as a pertinent rock in masses, and scattered boulders of a tun to twenty tuns !Ittle �ell ls on.e of the most beautIful Ideas embodIed m the one, in view of the exposure which has just been made. We weight for a considerable distance down stream-making, at I�ventlOn. It IS done by electricity, and is, in fact, the Atlan· hope that our able cotemporary will give the public the last, a �at hole in front of the dam, from twenty·six to thirty tlC Cable Oll a small scale. Mr. Shelbourne pulls a cord, b en�fit of its views upon this question. 
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